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Faculty Resources

UC DAVIS FACULTY WITH INTERNATIONAL LINKAGES
Join over 500 leading UC Davis faculty who have already participated in this unique database that can be accessed from anywhere in the world. Global Affairs developed and launched the UC Davis Faculty with International Linkages database in 2005. The database was the first of its kind for a UC campus.
global.ucdavis.edu/internationalfaculty

ORIENTATION AND VISA SUPPORT
Services for International Students and Scholars assists UC Davis departments with visa and immigration issues and provides orientation, assistance, information, and referral to international faculty, and researchers regarding financial, personal, cultural, and academic concerns.
siss.ucdavis.edu

TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES
Faculty play a central role in the study abroad process: teaching abroad, serving as an EAP Study Center Director, planning and reviewing curriculum, approving EAP course work in your major, and advising students.
studyabroad.ucdavis.edu

AGREEMENTS OF COOPERATION
UC Davis has formed over 175 institutional partnerships with benchmark universities globally. Our website provides guidelines, templates and examples for Agreements of Cooperation and Working Agreements.
global.ucdavis.edu/agreements

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Receive e-mail alerts for international funding opportunities. To subscribe, contact Jennie Konsella-Norene at jknorene@ucdavis.edu

customize your funding search
Pivot is great tool for finding funding opportunities and potential collaborators both within and external to UC Davis. Pivot allows individuals to create unique funding searches, choose to receive weekly emails based upon those searches, track relevant opportunities, and view curated lists in addition to creating a funding search based on the account holder's profile. Create your profile today to receive the full benefits of Pivot at no charge to you!
global.ucdavis.edu/funding

FUNDING WORKSHOPS
The faculty funding workshops provide a unique opportunity for faculty to learn and be inspired by a variety of funding opportunities to support international research and education. Over the past few years we have presented workshops focusing on Latin America, Asia, Europe and Oceania with senior program officers from Fulbright, NSF, China Consul General, German Academic Exchange Service, UC MEXUS and the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science.
global.ucdavis.edu/workshops

FULBRIGHT SCHOLAR PROGRAMS
The Fulbright Program offers a wide range of educational and cultural exchange opportunities to U.S. citizens as well as citizens of other nations. Since 1998, 51 UC Davis faculty have taught and engaged in research abroad under the auspices of Fulbright. Since 1997 UC Davis has hosted 173 Visiting Fulbright Scholars. Visit our website for assistance in applying for a Fulbright or assistance in hosting a Fulbright Visiting Scholar.
fulbright.ucdavis.edu

SEED GRANTS FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES
The Seed Grant program has launched innovative educational and research programs in nearly every college and school across the university. UOIP has funded over $1,700,000 for 180 projects which has generated over $35,000,000 in external funding.
global.ucdavis.edu/facultyresources

FAPESP-UC DAVIS COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH PROGRAM
This program funds joint collaborative research proposals in the humanities and social sciences by researchers from the State of São Paulo, Brazil, and UC Davis for up to $20,000 per project per year.
global.ucdavis.edu/funding/fapesp.html